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About This Game

Cubic is a 3D puzzle where you need to destroy tiles of the same color, connecting them in pairs. In this case you need to stay
within a certain number of steps. For the successful completion of the level logic and skill to calculate your actions a few steps

forward are required .
Each level can take a variety of ways but not every way will fit in set before you number of steps. Obligatory condition of

successful completion of the level are to destroy all colored tiles and not do more steps than specified in the upper right corner.

Extraordinary mechanics

16 interesting levels

Simple graphics
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Title: Cubic
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mikhail Melnikov
Publisher:
Mikhail Melnikov
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,Russian
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One of my favorite board games. Not bad version for $10, but network errors which kill local vs AI games... major ow. I cannot
give a thumbs up until that is fixed. Noticed a few other weird bugs as well, e.g. I did a terraform + build action, forgetting I
already had max dwellings out, but the game still asked then let me pay the 1w2c, and didn't place a dwelling. Oops.. Beautiful
classic jugsaw puzzle with amazing pictures, easy interface and relaxing music. Seems like pictures are unique - kudos to devs.
Overall - best jigsaw puzzle on PC I ever seen,
10 turtle ships from 10,. Nice DLC,i like it ! You could Just buy an auto-clicker with rubies or could buy this . It's cool it gives
you a boost at playing Clicker Heroes . With an auto-clicker you don't have to feel pain in your fingers . The auto-clicker skin
looks really nice but the price is really high ! If you already have auto-clickers it doesn't add much to the game except the
skin,but it looks different so that is the only thing . But if you didn't have any auto-clickers it helps you ! But you could just buy
rubies . Conclusion : you buy this because of this skin but it looks cool .. Today we blur the lines between tragedy and comedy..
Heaven's Vault is the only game I know that had me convinced I knew what I needed to do, without realising that noone ever
told me what I was doing. I played for hours, just reacting to events in the world and revelling in the joy of discovering the in-
game language.

Starting with a single word, and trying to extrapolate the meaning of glyphs etched into artifacts you find on the many moons,
ruins, and from traders is the most bizarrely excellent and exciting system I've played with in ages! I'm honestly sad that there
are no other games quite like it.

The conversations flow naturally (though only when you realise that Aliya, the main character, has preexisting character flaws
that you discover over time - or "is a bit of a jerk"), and there are so many options to discover that multiple playthroughs work
well.

The visual style is interesting; though it was controversial when initially announced, you soon get used to it and just enjoy the
world.

I completed the game on PS4, and rebought on Steam to play again!
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Not a standard RTS, but a very nice one. It has interesting gameplay design. The setting is also something fresh. The game is not
expensive. I think the experience is woth the price.. This is an amazing piece of software, hands down. Not only can it be sed for
streaming at can also be used for gaming (Star Citizen, Elite Dangerous etc.). I haven't used this for gaming so I'll be reviewing
it from a streamers perspective.

This has made my life so much better. Once I set up what I needed for my stream everything was just a button press away. The
cherry on the cake is the live animations that this program offers which work beautifully. The seamlesss intergrations with OBS
and Twitch make stream control and comunication a breeze.

PROS:
 - Cheap
 - Massive functionality
 - Intergrations
 - Animation capabilities
 - Android and iOS app (free) with multiple device support
 - Lightweight
 - Information rich

CONS:
 - No autosave feature (so far)
 - There is a learning curve to this program
 - Takes time to set up what you want

I would like to touch on the CONS quickly. When I say learning curve what I mean is that you just need to get used to the
program, it's a little rough aroung the edges but it is a powerhouse tools and ease-of-life functionality. I highly reccommend this
to serious streamers, it is worth every cent.

I hope to see this program grow even bigger and better. Needs a horror tag, their crazy faces scared me so bad I had to cover up
half the screen. Silky variant is best variant.. Blood Harvest is one of those guilty pleasure games. You feel bad that you only are
giving a development team a buck on a game when so many others out there do asset-flip
half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665high price unfinished early access crapola. Now, the grind can be repetitive and you can
snowball the tactics for the first 12 levels by corner hugging but the game really comes into its own around wave 13. If you are
into pixelated platform style shooters(this one with a wave mechanic) then for under a dollar this is a no-brainer. The only
drawbacks I found from this was sound FX being a little over the top for some of the weapon mechanics and the soundtrack
itself adding a little to the "repetitive" nature of the gameplay. Otherwise, the variety of sprites that will steadily evolve and
come at you keeps it interesting enough as you progress through. Anyways, for a indie game title I give it a thumbs up middle of
the road rating. For the price point that swings it even higher. Got a quick little first impression video in case you want some
details about the game mechanics.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/qfkV5hhJkpo. As Multiplayer kinda died this DLC is uselss now but back when Multiplayer was a thing it
was fun ... ish if you like shooters anyways
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